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BRAND NEW, Wake's Edge, Pam Withers, ""Pam's books have
wide appeal to boys and girls, to avid and reluctant readers, to
teens and to younger children who are looking for a
challenging high-interest book."" -The Bookmark Since the
"Take It to the Xtreme" series was launched, 15-year-old best
friends Jake and Peter have survived whitewater rapids, an
avalanche, a forest fire, movie stunt work, killer surf waves,
perilous rock-climbing, and much, much more. In this latest
installment of the series, Jake and Peter are junior instructors
at a noisy wakeboard school that is attempting to share a
remote lake with a community of save-the-Earth society
dropouts (otherwise known as hippies). Jake and Peter love
performing their own tricks behind a powerboat driven by the
school's founder, a macho young wakeboard fanatic known as
"the party animal." Then, Peter decides to encourage the wild
streak in a rebellious hippie girl across the lake. She runs away
to hide in a nearby abandoned sawmill, only to discover it's not
as abandoned as it looks. Community tensions soon erupt -and the boys get more than they bargained for.
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R eviews
It becomes an incredible book that we actually have possibly study. It really is rally exciting throgh studying period of
time. I am very easily could get a satisfaction of reading through a written book.
-- Gia nni Hoppe
A really awesome pdf with perfect and lucid reasons. It is actually rally fascinating throgh reading period of time. Your
lifestyle period will probably be transform as soon as you total looking over this ebook.
-- Alfor d K ihn
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